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M e s s a g e f ro m
the Chairman

message from
the chairman
When I was first introduced to Impart in 2020, I believed that we had the
potential to impact generations.
The team was developing youths who were facing some of life’s most
significant adversities. Sincere hearts were at work for greater change
and transformation. And the team was doing this through an outreach and
engagement model – going out into community spaces, instead of waiting for
the youths to be coaxed to a center. This was also done with the efficacious
spirit and indomitable strength of volunteers who had been primed and
prepared for the task. Sound strategic thrust was in place.
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Finally, I saw that the team was not
content to do things alone. We struck
up partnerships and collaborations
with various organisations to
explore how Impart’s “wraparound” services could be formed
around these youths to bring
about an indelible transformation.
The team possessed a determined
and steadfast commitment towards
an ecosystem of care that was larger
than themselves, and I believed that
this would make all the difference.
I’m pleased to share that I’ve
witnessed this potential to impact
generations take a clearer shape over
2021. We have expanded our work
to provide accessible and robust
support for youths facing the worst
of mental health challenges. We
have scaled up our strategy to allow
for a greater diversity and depth of
community-focused engagement.
And we have widened the span of
partnerships across organisational

types and generational lines to
sharpen our vision for a robust
ecosystem of care.
Progressively, I believe that these
are only the firstfruits of deeper
change to come. Such change has
to be owned by communities. This
calls for an in-depth and forward
perspective into how our programs
and services are marked by the
best of Singapore’s diversity –
with
collaborations
between
generations and across different life
experiences. Put together, this will
move us towards our broader vision
of impacting generations.
Our
continued
growth
and
achievements have been the result
of the trust, toil, and talent that
has been interweaved for the
betterment of Singapore’s youths.
We are honoured and privileged to
have your support: our volunteers,
staff, board, partners, funders, and
donors. On behalf of Impart, thank
you for being a part of this change.
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B o a rd o f D i re c t o r s

board of directors

Albert Lim, Chairman
(Director, Sg Mecor Pte. Ltd.)

Swati Jhaveri,
Governance Sub-Committee
(Independent Consultant)

Keith Yap, Vice Chairman
(Civil Servant)
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Shermaine Lim,
Finance Sub-Committee
(Compliance Officer)

Calvin Ngo, Treasurer

Stefan Liew, Honorary Secretary
(Civil Servant)
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About Us

about us
Impart is a non-profit organisation in
Singapore that pioneers volunteerdriven community solutions to
enable
transformative
youth
development.
Our formal operations began in
2017 with the simple desire to
support a youth-facing-adversity
through a key educational transition.
This
youth-centric
approach
has stayed with us even through
organisational scale, and it has
remained our conviction that every
youth deserves access to quality
resources and genuine relationships
which help them make the most out
of their developmental years.

Over the years, we have had the
privilege of journeying with a wide
span of volunteers, professional
youth workers, and youths-facingadversity. Our capacity to enable
different types of transformative
youth development has also
grown, with operations stretching
across our Education, CommunityBuilding, and Mental Health Care
arms.
Some 650 volunteers have been
connected with 450 youths to date,
and we’re excited to share with you
our experiences in detail.
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Mission and Vision

mission:
pioneering
volunteerdriven
community
solutions
to enable
transformative
youth
development.
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“Pioneering volunteerdriven community
solutions”
Impart is an organisation where
volunteers are empowered to play crucial
roles. We meet youths-facing-adversity
in community spaces - rather than formal
institutions of care - to foster collaborative
relationships for problem solving.

“To enable transformative
youth development”
Beyond building healthy relationships
in community, we ensure that tangible
developmental outcomes are obtained.
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vision:
every youth
empowered in healthy
communities of care
“Every youth
empowered”
In the long run, we envision
youths
taking
increasing
ownership of their change and
growth.
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“In healthy
communities of care”
Change and growth will happen
in diverse, intergenerational,
and collaborative communities
of care.
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Milestones

01

new horizons
navigated with
new talent
Impart has always been volunteer-driven, and we intend
to continue this way. Still, we’ve felt the need to bolster
our professional manpower in order to elevate our crew.
This meant forming a robust board of directors, adding
on full-time staff, and taking on trainees and interns.
Here’s what they have to say about their experience!
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“Hi everyone! I’m Swati and I sit
on Impart’s Board of Directors,
with a focus on our governance
sub-committee. I was previously
an Assistant Professor at NUS’
Faculty of Law, and I’m currently
a DPhil Candidate in Law at the
University of Oxford.
At the last Board meeting, we
looked ahead to next year and
also, strategically, at the next
3-5 year cycle of operations for
Impart. The consolidation and
expansion plans we discussed
demonstrated to me that, in
addition to being organic and
dynamic in responding to youth
and community needs, there is
a very intentional approach by
the leadership to change and
evolution of the organisation
and its work.

This really reinforced for me that there is a strong team at the helm of Impart – a team
that never stops thinking ahead. The sheer amount of work that it takes to do the
youth work they do and still having the bandwidth to think ahead about fundraising,
building the crew and team and strengthening the governance of Impart is all very
encouraging. The organisation is in incredibly safe hands and I am only excited to see
how the plans we discussed unfold in the years to come.”
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“Greetings! I’m Jay Ong and I am currently the Head of Operations
at Impart. I started with Impart as a volunteer back in 2018, took up
volunteer management in 2019, and finally transitioned to a part of
the staff team in 2021.
Something that really gives me hope for the coming year with Impart are

full circle moments.
Like when former Impart youths come back as actors to train our
volunteers through role-play scenarios during training sessions.
It revealed to me the potential that can be unlocked when we question
our presuppositions and challenge our traditional modes of thinking.”
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“Hi, all! I’m Sarah Lean!
I am both an intern and volunteer tutor with Impart. Though I’ve only been
with Impart for about three months, I feel that I’ve already been challenged
to grow as a person.
I am an individual who believes in the inherent worth of an individual, yet, I
still face difficulties – like a lot of people – with challenging my preconceived
notions and suspicions of other people and their motives.
Through my work with the youth, I am challenged to and hope that I one day
will have the ability to practice individuation as compared to associating
tutees (and other people in general!) with certain labels.”

“Hello! I am
Charlotte Chia
and I have been a trainee under the YouthTech scheme with Impart.
I am on the Communications team, having assisted and created
several pieces of communication both on and off social media.
I think one thing that surprised me when I first joined Impart is
how it operates. While volunteerism is essential to Impart’s work,
there is an equal emphasis on organisational cooperation between
social workers, families, and volunteers to enact lasting youth
empowerment.”
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tangible solutions
for psychological
adversities
We’ve always known that our various developmental opportunities
(i.e. academics, passions, sports, etc.) are powerful vehicles for
change. What we’ve grown to recognise is that these vehicles will
not travel far without a well-paved road: Mental health care is a
crucial aspect of a well-paved road, and developmental headway is
now more promising.
Our Mental Health Care arm will not only provide direct support for
youths-facing-adversity, but also work to elevate mental health care
competencies across all of Impart. Nicole, who has been a pioneering
volunteer from the get-go, will be coming on as a full-time staff
member in 2022 to lead our Mental Health Care arm. Here’s what
she has to say about her experience.
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Getting Started on the Ground
“All of this started as a separate initiative from Impart that I explored with
Narash. One experience was particularly formative. We tried to refer
an 11 year old girl to the Child Guidance Clinic. This girl was depressed
and suicidal, but we were told that the waiting time would be at least 3
months! It was a moment of awakening for me. I was honestly saddened
and shocked, not at anyone in particular, but at the fact that our mental
health care landscape could not provide for those in need of support.
So we tried to bridge this need in community spaces, and things actually
started working out! I spent 6 months journeying through a coping skills
program with the girl, and there was actually a discernible mindset change.
She experienced tangible improvements in her mental health, and reported
reduced self-harming behaviour. It’s been 2 years since, and she still carries
our little yellow program booklet to school, so that she can apply the skills
she learnt whenever she experiences social anxiety.

This showed me that
community models
of care can work!”
19
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From the Ground to the Organisation
“When I started this as a psychology undergraduate, I realised
that it was really difficult to obtain professional opportunities
to directly interact with children and youth in the community. It
made me realise that there was a sectoral gap for how psychology
students like myself were being trained.
My time doing a college exchange program in Nebraksa was
also instructive: I saw how all of my classmates had internships
at various mental health clinics, and places like the District
Attorney’s office.

They were seeing
actual clients
with supervision,
and also going for
therapy themselves!
21

Nicole in Nebraska

There was a normalised culture of help-seeking behaviour, where
mental health support was destigmatized and practiced by
practitioners.
And I wanted to see how an organisation could be built to encourage
this twin culture of practical opportunities for students, and
normalised self-care.”
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From Volunteer to
Full-Time Staff
“Coming into this role will help me to explore
how Impart as an organisation can grow
healthier norms and stronger mental health
competencies across the board. The latter
point is especially crucial. Many of us in
Singapore glorify overwork, and this seeps
into our helping professions! For a helping
organisation like Impart, I hope to see how
we can change this culture. No one can serve
out of an empty cup.
This full-time position will also give me the
opportunity to explore how we can bridge
other social gaps. Many cases that we
are seeing have diagnosed mental health
conditions, with overlaps between autism
and ADHD1 traits. We didn’t dare to take
up special needs cases in the beginning, but
this is an aspect I want to explore in this new
position!”

1
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Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
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circular
ecosystems
of care —
a youth returns
Narash, Narish’s Supervisor
Impart is meant to be a place where former youths-facingadversity can return to lend their talents. After 4 years,
Narish returns.
Some of you might remember him as the very first youth
who received our services in 2017. He has had quite the
journey ever since! He completed his traineeship with
Subaru at ITE, developed his craft as an amateur boxer, and
explored a future in Sports Science & Management. After
exploring his potential in these different regards, we were
elated to welcome him back to Impart as a Mental Health
Care intern. We interviewed him and Narash, his former
caseworker and present supervisor.

“This is actually a proud moment for me. I’ve
known Narish for more than 5 years, and he
has really had quite the exceptional journey.
So it means a lot to see him using his skills and
lived experiences to relate to other youths,
and even train our own volunteers. It’s quite
a journey of growth, and very powerful to see
a life that has received help, becoming a life
that is empowered to help others.

It also feels like Impart has reached
the next milestone. We’re actually
seeing that youths who have been
impacted can now impact other
youths. My hope is that Narish will
be a trailblazer who helps more of
our youths rise up in their own way
to impart their knowledge, skills,
and change to other youths.”
Narash
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“Actually, I didn’t
even know that I was
Impart’s first youth.
So coming back to Impart, learning
that it has actually grown so much,
I also feel very proud for Narash
and the organisation.
To be honest, when some of the
youths ditch me or MIA2, I will feel
a little bit angry la. But I remember
that I also last time like that, so I
know how it is. And I remember last
time my volunteers were patient
with me, and not angry. So I learn
from their kindness also.

It feels like time has passed very
fast, now 2 more months (in the
internship) left only. I even feel abit
scared, because I haven’t really seen
any boy become very successful or
change a lot. But I am reminded
that these things will take time, you
know? It took time for my life to
change, and I want to take the time
to see these lives changed. So I will
definitely stay on to impact youths
and watch them grow.”
Narish

Narash (L) and Narish (R)
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Missing in action
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S p e c i a l Fe a t u re s
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baby boy film
screenings
We’ve made it to the big screen! Ok, only in a vicarious
sense:
Baby Boy is a coming-of-age film featuring 17 yearold Zaki, who was an Impart youth during the filming
process. Zaki navigates his ambitions amidst a troubled
family past and impending fatherhood. His experiences
make for somber and salient conversation around the
topics of youth needs, and we were involved in two
separate screenings of the film as panelists and jointorganisers.
We’re proud of this new frontier for collaboration
with Singaporean filmmakers, Bambby Cheuk, Bryan
Chua, Jessica Heng, and Toby Wu. Zaki’s on-screen
experiences lent incredibly well to spirited discussion
about many off-screen realities, and we’re definitely
looking to host more screenings in the coming year.
Stay tuned!
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OBW video
Our Better World (OBW) is the digital storytelling
initiative of the Singapore International Foundation,
which brings world communities together to do good.
We collaborated with them in the second half of 2021
to explore how Impart makes a difference for youths
facing psychological adversity.
In this feature, OBW follows Jasthina, a volunteer with
our mental health care arm, as she meets with various
youths who are experiencing suicidal ideation and
other psychological adversities. Make sure you check
it out if you haven’t already done so!

Scan this QR
code to view
the article
online!
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“take on 2022”
On November 23rd, we had the opportunity to be a
part of “Take On 2022”, an online webinar organized by
the National Youth Council (@nycsg) and the Mentoring
Alliance for Action (@mentoringalliancesg).
Attendees heard from the distinguished panelists - with
Impart represented by our youth Veris and her volunteer
Shanna Kaur - on mentorship and how it has made an
impact on their professional and personal journeys.
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We were especially encouraged by
Shanna and Veris’s story. When the
pair met a few months ago through
Impart Education, Shanna did not
enter the relationship thinking
that she was a mentor. Rather, she
recognised that “mentoring” is a
two-way street – a role that only
develops with trust, recognised
value, and the youth’s buy-in.

So Shanna primed herself to enter the
relationship on Veris’ terms. This helped them
to “click instantly” and they “talked for hours”
during their first engagement session!
Over time, their relationship has grown
beyond academic support into a friendship
where both parties learn and grow with each
other. We’re proud of the duo, and hopeful
for more youth voices to be presented in
national initiatives.
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youth voices
On the topic of youth voices, we’ve always placed an emphasis
on representing the lives and experiences of our youths, and
we had the chance to do that throughout the year!
In these youth stories, we hear lived experiences of
homelessness, abuse, and varied trauma. But we also
hear lived processes of resilience, recovery, and a diverse
community gathered in care.

Scan this QR
code to view
our youth
stories!
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Impact and Innovation

impact and
innovation

01

Impact at a Glance
Impart
Education

134
youths

Impart
Community

51
youths

Impart
Mental Health

81
youths

37
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266
total youths
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350
total volunteers
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Conferences, Webinars, & Panels:

Awareness &
Advocacy’ Impact:
First, a brief word on numbers. We
want you to trust that the numbers
you see are actually indicative of real
outcomes obtained on the ground.
This makes reporting on “awareness
and advocacy”, “outreach”, or “online
engagement” a relatively grey area.
It’s not that they do not obtain real
outcomes. They are simply harder
to evaluate.

Yale-NUS College’s Understanding the Complexity of Youth
Work panel

Still, we’d like to share some of
our key events and significant
happenings this year:

Baby Boy 2nd Screening — Yale-NUS College
41
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Conferences, Webinars, & Panels:

REACH-Mental Health Collective’s Conversation on Inspiring
Individuals, Building Collectives
National Youth Council’s IMPACT Podcast: Bridging the Gap

NYC “Take on 2022”

43

CNA 938: Empowering Youths-Facing-Adversity
44
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Consolidated Impart
Social Media Following:

4242

Our Better World: Impart-ing a Life Worth Living

Event with
the largest reach:

4,791,873
Our Better World: Let’s Talk About Suicide

45

views (Our Better World)
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Trusted by Professionals,
as Professionals
Our work brings us into close contact with professionals and their
respective institutions. More than 100 different social workers,

counsellors, and case managers referred youth cases to us for partnership this year.
Here are the median values of their Impart experience in 2021.

“The social impact
sector is bettered by
Impart’s work.” [5/5]

“Impart has provided quality
engagement for my youth’s
developmental journey.” [5/5]

“Impart has provided healthy
relational support in my youth’s
developmental journey.” [5/5]

“I trust the overall quality of
support provided by Impart’s
programs and/or services.” [5/5]

“I would refer youths to
Impart’s programs and/or
services in the future.” [5/5]

“Impart has provided healthy
relational support in my youth’s
developmental journey.” [5/5]

“My youth experienced an
overall improvement in their
developmental journey.” [4/5]
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We also had the opportunity to hear from some of them in greater
detail. Here are some excerpts from their feedback.

“Impart has
been a stellar
community partner
that we appreciate
collaborating with.
Their presence has allowed our
social work professionals and
educational psychologists to expand
the breadth and depth of holistic
intervention of the children and
youth we serve. With the structure
provided by Impart, SHINE staff can
focus on our professional service
delivery while being assured of
the quality of the complementing
services Impart provides to support
our beneficiaries…

Impart enabled their volunteer
tutors to be quick and proactive
in adapting sessions to remote
learning for the beneficiaries when
Covid-19 measures rolled out. I
personally experienced them to be
flexible, accommodating, and open
to requests in exploring unique
arrangements required for specific
beneficiary needs. They have
also been open towards piloting
initiatives that can bring more
impact to the community.”
Ms Zhuang Xinyan
Assistant Director,
Targeted Interventions Service,
SHINE Children & Youth Services
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“It was an accidental meeting at a SG Cares Networking session back in
2019 where we got to know more about Impart’s work in the community.
And it didn’t take us long to start working together on a programme, given
the similarities in our work and vision.

“Narash and Nicole have shown tremendous passion and dedication
towards helping the youths who are struggling with mental health.
Their effort to encourage early intervention for at-risk substance
abuse youth is admirable.
Through their advocacy and referral, the youth received the help
they need. Their volunteers are exceptional. Despite their age and
experience, they are professional, committed and respectful with
their involvement with the youth. Kudos to Impart for reaching out
to the usually tough-to-reach youth population.”
Alex Lim
Counsellor, National Addictions Management Service,
Institute of Mental Health
51

Impart has constantly shown its commitment to the participants in the
programmes that we collaborated on and have held their own well when
faced with situations on the ground (in Kampong Glam). We look forward
to continuing this journey with Impart to engage the community through
sport.”
Shoban
Master Plan Secretariat, SportCares

On the whole, we’re glad that these collaborations make for an
ecosystem of care where many helping hands work in unison, that
youths-facing-adversity might see significant development.
52
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03
Community
Care Fellows
Impart has also engaged in
innovation to build better systems
of care for our own staff and
volunteers.
Our
model
of
volunteerism requires significant
commitment,
and
exposes
volunteers to realities on the
ground. This creates the need
for a robust structure of care to
ensure volunteer well-being and
development.
The Community Care Fellow
(CCF), our reconceptualisation
of the volunteer manager role, is
our response to this challenge.
Underlying
this
change
in
nomenclature is the belief that
volunteers are not just human
resources to be managed, but
individuals to be cared for, and
partners to be empowered. So this
year, our pilot team of 23 volunteer
CCFs provided socio-emotional
support
for
Impart’s
other
volunteers.
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Armed with skills and competencies
in burnout detection, stress
management, and digital empathy,
the CCFs are a team of volunteers
who are trained to provide practical
help and social emotional support to
other volunteers.
In addition to obtaining training
in these relational skills, our CCFs
are also trained in administering
and interpreting the Professional
Quality of Life (ProQOL) survey,
a validated questionnaire used to
measure compassion satisfaction,
burnout, and secondary traumatic
stress. The CCF pilot also consisted
of monthly supervision sessions,
giving CCFs regular opportunities
to process their experiences, share
about their struggles, and gain new
skills.
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Having meetings on zoom challenges us to be innovative! One of our CCF check-ins:
Which figure represents how you’re feeling?

We were also fortunate to meet like-minded partners along the journey. As part of
the Good Design Research Initiative, we collaborated with Common Ground and
Studio Dojo to explore innovative ways to enhance volunteer mental well-being
at Impart. Together with 4 volunteer UX designers, a design coach, and a mental
health coach, we embarked on a 5 month journey to reimagine and improve Impart’s
volunteer experience.

Affinity diagramming to generate insights
We are grateful to our pilot batch of CCFs for their courage in exploring
uncharted territories with us, and to our Impart volunteers for their
generosity in sharing their suggestions on how to refine the CCF role!

It was refreshing to approach mental wellbeing through the lens of user experience
and service design, and the insights from this project will inform our CCF development
for 2022.
55
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Typical Impart Education Journey Map

impart
education
Impart Education ensures that every youth-facingadversity receives robust and accessible academic
support. Adverse circumstances should not impede
educational development.
We typically focus most of our resources on supporting
youths through their secondary-level education,
noting that successful transition at this stage of their
development will empower them towards a greater
diversity of developmental pathways. We’ve also started
developing capacities to support younger children and
youths, recognising that upstream efforts can snowball
into longer-lasting change.
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Stage 1

Stage 2

Stakeholder (professional
youth worker, community
partner, or youth) refers a
youth to Impart

Impart recruits, develops,
and deploys a suitable
volunteer to support the
youth on a 1-1 basis

Stage 3

Stage 4

Impart facilitates the
collaboration between
volunteer, youth, and
stakeholder

Impart supports the volunteer
and youth through any posteducation engagement, which
can take the form of healthy
community relationships or
mentorships.
58
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Here’s the breakdown for the educational
demographics we supported this year:
We had a chance to hear from our youths about their experiences. Here are
the median values representing some of their responses:

2021 Breakdown
PSLE

13

NA

44

NT

39

O

28

“I have a better
understanding of my
academic subjects.” [4/5]

“I have a greater desire to
continue learning more in the
future.” [5/5]

Others

59

International

1

A

2

WPLN

7

“I believe that I have
potential to succeed
in the future.” [4/5]

“I feel like there is
someone who believes
in my potential.” [5/5]

60
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advocating
for individual
youth lives
As we scaled up our operations in 2021, what
remains unchanged is our commitment to a 1-1
relationally-driven model of youth engagement.
Here, educational support is more than free tuition,
and volunteers are more than just pro-bono tutors.
Rather, our volunteers are equipped with the
necessary contexts and competencies to advocate
for individual youth lives through the modality of
academic support.
Our qualitative interviews with our education
youths helped to colour in the boxes, revealing
how our quantitative data is instantiated in
individual youth-volunteer relationships. Through
our conversations with Yuan* and Luke*, we observe
how Impart’s 1-1 approach cultivates trust, a
necessary enabler for positive developmental
outcomes and academic achievement.

61
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Section Title

For Yuan, one of her fondest memories was also one of her earliest: an
unexpected first moment of connection. An off-handed comment about
anime opened a conversation about anime recommendations and reviews,
revealing a shared interest that sowed the seeds of rapport and trust.
They’ve since discovered other mutual interests. Doodling, for one, is
a shared interest that has since become a pedagogical aid, where scary
mathematical concepts are made friendly with the help of doodles (Phineas
and Ferb is a great way to teach trigonometry).

“Honestly, I wouldn’t
really tell my family...
I try my best not to
tell but I think the last
person I told was either
my social worker or
[my Impart tutor].”
- Yuan
63

Even more so, however, is the trust that has been cultivated since
then. When Yuan needs a listening ear, our volunteer tutor is
trained and emotionally prepared to hold that space for her.
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While Luke had motivation to
pursue academic excellence, he also
carried a sense of wariness towards
teachers. When asked to share his
experience in school, he recounted
how his previous teachers would
turn a deaf ear to his side of the
story.

This is not to pass any judgment
on Luke’s teachers – the type of
relationality fostered by 1-1 settings
is categorically different. Perhaps
this is also why our youths, when
asked to respond to the following
prompt, responded with a median
value of 5/5.

“I feel like there is someone who
helps me to learn at my pace,
according to my learning style.”
[5/5]

Academic rigour had to be calibrated with relational sensitivity,
and so it was through close communication with his caseworker
and foster mother that this balance was struck.
“I hate all teachers when I was like, younger. But now I realise that
some teachers are not so bad.”
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Yuan and Luke show us that there are as many ways to engage a youth as there
are youths in the world. It is our firm belief that individual youth lives matter,
and that we should always meet them where they are at. In order to support our
volunteers in pursuing this, we have devoted considerable effort into developing
more robust inhouse resources to bolster our educational package. Here are
some of our key initiatives:

02 WPLN Curriculum Advance
01 Educational Pathways Guide
We developed a guide listing courses from various educational institutes,
along with a points counter to facilitate goal setting. Volunteers and youths
can now be more informed about further educational options, and youths
can work with a clearer trajectory in mind.
67

We developed an inhouse curriculum for the Workplace Literacy and
Numeracy (WPLN) Assessment last year, which empowered youths
who struggle with formal education pathways to further their academic
development. The WPLN certification allows such youths to enroll into
Institutions of Higher Learning (IHLs).
This year, Impart volunteers built more structure into the WPLN learning
curriculum, with concomitant improvements to the depth and breadth
of resources. We’re excited to see how education is increasingly made
accessible to every youth, regardless of their life circumstances!
68
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looking ahead,
2022 is primed
for deeper
foundations and
innovative change.
03 Skills and Pedagogy Workshops
Volunteerism can retain the best facets of professional work too! We’ve
explored ways to strengthen our volunteers’ pedagogical capacities in two
ways.
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1)

An interactive workshop will be rolled out to help prepare future
volunteers with baseline pedagogical capacities to supplant their
youth engagement.

2)

Periodic “Train-the-Trainer” workshops were piloted this year, and
will be continued next year. In these workshops, professional
educators held consultations for our volunteers, drawing from their
own professional experience to share teaching best-practices and
their own set of tips and tricks across various subjects.

We’re in the midst of exploring an EdTech collaboration to elevate
our service quality, and we will also be rolling out new training
frameworks to support youths through the broader span of their
educational journeys, with potential inroads concerning their career
aspirations.

Scan this QR
code to follow
Impart Education
on Instagram!
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impart
community
Impart Community grew out of our 2020 sports
program in the Kampong Glam estate. We quickly
realised that our model of at-your-doorstep sports
engagement had opened up various opportunities
to be involved in the wider spectrum of community
life, and we broadened our scope of operations to
target community building and engagement.
While Covid-19 has definitely impaired our norms,
the warp and woof of community life helped us to
find new modes of expression. Youths from the
community came along to offer their ideas, families
in the community participated in multifaceted
ways, and our volunteers maintained their
commitment to participate in this community.
Here’s a snapshot of the year past.
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strengthening
community
through play
01 Common Ground Floorball
Common Ground Floorball is our hallmark
community outreach programme that lowers
barriers to entry for sports. We convert void
decks into floorball courts, and build a regular
community with the Kampong Glam youth
residents through floorball.
Our youths took up leadership roles as Team
Captains: They came up with group names,
embarked on self-initiated team bonding
activities, and liaised with T-Shirt vendors to
print their own team T-Shirts.
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Section Title

Ground Online 02 Common
Saturday Afternoon Live!
When P2HA was announced, we had to pivot from physical
activities. We developed the idea of having an online games
session to replace our weekly sports engagement, and
met virtually every weekend during the June holidays for
interactive online gaming sessions.
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03 Common Ground Rock Climbing
Earlier this year, Upwall Climbing offered youth residents an
opportunity to experience bouldering and rock climbing at their
climbing facility in Pasir Ris! In the words of the youth residents, it was
a fun-filled day with great coaching by the Upwall team.
As an extension of the initial programme, we are currently in the midst
of a 6-session Rock Climbing programme sponsored by SportCares to
engage youth residents during the December school holidays.
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Strengthening
Community
Through
Education
01 Common Ground Study Group
We convert open community spaces into quiet
study corners to ensure opportunities to learn
at the heart of community.
Older youth residents who are currently in
tertiary education also drop by occasionally to
our study group, to support the younger children
with their homework. These programmes are
designed to enable moments of changemaking
and relationship-building between community
members.
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02 Common Ground Library Club
This year, we piloted a new programme, Common Ground
Library Club. On one hand, the programme sought to support
children in inculcating good reading habits at their local
library. On the other, we aimed to ensure that children had
access to good options of spending their time during the
holidays. According to some parents, this was the first time
some of their children have been to a public library!
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03 Common Ground Workshop
Tapping on the interests of the youths in hands-on
activities and bicycle riding, our volunteers with a
background in engineering piloted Common Ground
Workshop, an opportunity for youth residents to be
introduced to the basics of electronics and bicycle fixing –
an alternative means of education beyond formal school
academics.
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Strengthening
Community
Through Service
Ground
01 Common
Baju Raya Distribution
Our volunteers conceptualised and executed a
nation-wide Baju Raya donation drive for new
festive clothes, which collected approximately
1000 pieces of Baju Raya for the families at
Kampong Glam.
In the week before Hari Raya Puasa, youth residents
and their families helped to convert the void decks
of the rental flats into flea markets for members of
the community to collect festive clothes that fit their
preference and sizes.
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02 Common Ground Community Service
We see our youth residents as change-makers in their
community. Community service is one such opportunity
where they are seen as assets to their community, as opposed
to problems to be solved or individuals with needs to be met. It
allows our youths to engage in intergenerational engagement,
and this often happens in partnership with Beyond Social
Services’ monthly community distributions.

Hari Raya Haji - Kuih Raya Distribution

With the help of youth residents, we distributed Kuih Raya
sponsored by external donors to Muslim households at
Kampong Glam for Hari Raya Haji.

National Day - Childrens’ Toys and Apparel
Distribution

Together with partners from Upwall Climbing, we distributed
donated Children’s Toys and Clothing to families with young
children at Beach Road on National Day.
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Sweet Fruits
need Deep Roots
It has been a year of much growth
within
the
Kampong
Glam
community. We’ve seen many
initiatives bear fruit over the past
year. However, fruits are sweet only
because the roots are deep. There
is much that happens within the
community that, while necessary
for growth, do not draw attention
to themselves. This rings ever true
in the Kampong Glam community.
The fruits we taste are sweet only
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because of the time and effort
devoted to growing our roots
within the community. By keeping
our ears close to the ground, we
have managed to develop a deeper
understanding of the community,
drawing
strength
from
the
community to meet community
needs. These are the roots that our
conversation with Tahey*, one of
the youths in the community,
brought to light.
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Section Title

Tahey is a youth with a keen eye. He is cognizant of the
comings and goings within the community and has seen
multiple volunteering outfits set up and, unfortunately,
leave.
While he is appreciative of their well-intentioned, albeit
transient, support, he laments about the limited impact
that they have had within the community.

“I think they
have exam or
they busy then
maybe they
never come.”
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In stark contrast, there is a glimmer in his eye as he
recounts his favourite memory from 2021 with Common
Ground Floorball.
“You know we always play here right then we go RED
Quarters to play match right. Yeah we play match. So like
we go RED Quarters. We can straightaway play already
so its like more timing that we enjoy.

We enjoy most
of the time.”
The much-anticipated and fondly remembered RED
Quarters outing is one such fruit that we’ve had the
privilege of experiencing in this past year. However, it
bears mentioning that the sweetness of the outing finds
its source not just in the event itself, but in the time
spent nurturing community connection.
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Even more encouraging is that Tahey’s experience with
CGP has sowed the seeds for his community leadership
potential. Tahey is now encouraged to dream bigger dreams,
expanding the realm of what is possible for the community to
achieve together. When asked what dreams he has for 2022,
He passionately rattles off a laundry list of activities and
initiatives that he knows will be a hit with the community.
He now finds it possible within himself to advocate for and
push for community change, and new seeds are sown.
While we hope for a return to normalcy in 2022, we remain
poised to take on change with the community. These
relationships stretch across diverse demographics, and they
remind us that we are more resilient as a community when
we obtain unity amidst diversity.

Scan this QR code
to keep posted
on our latest
happenings!
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impart mental
health care
In case you missed the news, Impart officially grew to
include a Mental Health Care arm in May 2021. This
arm had already operated in a separate capacity as
SYNC (Strengthening Youths in a Network of Care)
over the past year, and their inclusion into Impart
represents yet another step towards a robust
ecosystem of care for youths-facing-adversity.
This arm also represents a type of pioneering
work in the mental health care sector. We are the
only community-based organisation that offers an
outreach and engagement model for psychological
interventions! This will allow youths facing
psychological or life crises to receive accessible
support that complements our formal mental health
care institutions.
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Here are the 4 main ways that our Mental Health
Care Arm delivers our services:

Project Cope

Project Hope

IMNA (I’M Not Alone)

Advocacy

which
involves
volunteers
journeying alongside children and
youths to learn adaptive coping
strategies. It focuses on equipping
children and youths aged 10 - 21
years old with healthy coping
strategies in which they can use
instead of maladaptive ones they
might be using.

which supports youths in the
journey of equipping them with
practical skills to empower them in
terms of interests, education and/
or employment.

an outreach service which acts
as the first line of response by
pairing volunteers with a child or
youth facing psychological or life
adversities to build motivation and
instil readiness for change through
elements
from
Motivational
Interviewing (MI) and SolutionFocused Brief Therapy (SFBT).

which increases the accessibility
of therapeutic resources through
decommodification. This means
that we reduce the barriers to
access for valuable mental health
resources, and distribute them to
the general public.

These coping skills support children
and youths in managing intense
emotions, living more fully in the
present moment, communicating
and expressing oneself effectively,
and negotiating relationships.
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This
program
has
been
conducted in close partnership
with the FutureSelves group,
which comprises professional
psychologists, researchers and
technologists who share a strong
interest in how scholarly concepts
can be used in practical ways, and in
how practical ideas can be refined
and tested through research.

All our referrals go through
IMNA before getting allocated
to
other
programmes
or
organisations. During the 1 to 6
months engagement period, we
build emotional safety, enhance
resilience, and increase stability.

We do this through social media
and short films, where we provide
psychoeducation (education on
mental health concepts), and equip
the public with the same skills we
do with our children and youths.
It also involves a Special Projects
team that runs campaigns, as
well as a Community Resources
team that bridges material youth
needs with the support of other
organisations.
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circular
ecosystems
and future hopes
In line with our desire to make Impart a space where youths-facingadversity can share their talents, we also enlisted the help of our
youths for a recent training run. Here, the roles were reversed:
Our youths became the trainers of the day, helping our incoming
batch of volunteers to understand youth engagement strategies
through a series of interactive role-playing exercises.
The impact of this inclusion cannot be understated. This theme
of continued involvement surfaced strongly in the qualitative
interviews conducted with our mental health care youths. As
psychological adversities still carry significant stigma, youths in
this situation can oftentimes feel as though they have little value to
bring to the table. This makes the validation of both their emotional
experiences and their strengths crucial.
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Syah, a youth, remarked that she did not initially want to
engage SYNC. She had extremely negative experiences
in the past with systems and providers of care, which
drove her away from help-seeking behavior. But things
changed when engagement began.

“I don’t know.
They just have
superpowers,
I think.”
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Syah had begun to meet her volunteers regularly, and things were on the uptick.
When asked to elaborate, she remarked,

“They entertain my
childishness. They just know
how to sit with me when I’m
sad. And got the small small
things la. Like my birthday
when they made personal
cards and made me feel
valued as a person.”
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In retrospect, we can say for a fact that it
was less about potential superpowers, and
more about relationships that validated
experiences. However, Syah also reflected a
certain sadness that the program had ended.
Precious relationships had been formed
in Impart, she had many aspirations going
forward, but she was uncertain if these
relationships would be sustained as life stages
change.

This is where we see circular
ecosystems coming into play, and
we look forward to developing them
further in 2022. Such opportunities
for continued engagement and
involvement not only accord youths
a sense of their present value. They
also help youths to reinterpret past
experiences as learning moments
for future generations.
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concluding
remarks from the
executive team
To borrow an analogy, effective programs are a safety net, and
healthy ecosystems are a trampoline. We want to build trampolines.
But what gives a trampoline its bounce? The answer lies beneath
the surface. A system of springs has to be outfitted beneath the
fabric. When you land on a trampoline, it is this system of springs
that coil downward, absorbing your impact. And it is this system of
springs that also transforms your downward impact into upward
momentum, launching you to greater heights than you’ve previously
known.
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This is the point of the analogy: We want to build
ecosystems of care that are able to absorb the shock of
life’s adversities, and then over time, transform it into
energy for change — journeying with those who were in
adversity to greater heights.
It’s quite a lofty dream when you think about it. As the
year wraps up, we would like to thank you for sharing
this dream with us. Some of our work, as the executive
team, gives us the privilege of mending the trampoline’s
belabored fabric on the surface with all of you.
Other parts of our work happen beneath the surface,
where we tinker and test for a robust system of springs
that will multiply our collective impact.
We’re not quite there yet, but we’re definitely closer.
We’ve already started seeing how some of our earliest
youths are rebounding with great tenacity 4 years down
the line.

Left to right: Joshua, Narash, Jay, Nicole
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We’re building composite systems of support in
the community. And we’ve also made headway in
empowering volunteers to join us in nurturing this
change. There’s more of this to come in 2022, and we
hope that in one way or another, we will have the chance
to share this journey with you.
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Special Thanks

special thanks
01
02
03
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It is both a source of great pride and a matter of
sober humility that Impart has continued to be
mostly volunteer-run and volunteer-driven. To
all of our volunteers, from those on the Working
Team to those who participated in our weekly
operations, you have our warmest thanks.
We have only benefitted from our engagements
with professionals from a wide span of
backgrounds, all of whom have lent Impart varied
expertise that has been vital for our success. To
all of our professional youth workers, partner
organisations, and advisors, thank you for being
a part.
To our funders and donors, your monetary
support provided us with means, and your moral
support spurred us forward with motivation.
We would like to thank the private individuals,
corporations, and government bodies, for
enabling us to realise our plans.
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